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Related Titles

Numenera Discovery and 
Destiny Slipcase Set

2 x 416-pg hardcover
MSRP $119.99
MCG176
ISBN 978-1-939979-79-7

Ninth World Guidebook
256-page hardcover
MSRP $49.99
MCG006
ISBN 978-1-939979-24-7

Ninth World Bestiary 3
192-page hardcover
MSRP $44.99
MCG168
ISBN 978-1-939979-92-6

Break the Horizon
Unlock even more of the Ninth World 
and expand your campaign
Most people of the Ninth World live isolated lives. Surrounded by 
the wild and mysterious unknown, few people in the Steadfast—
and even fewer in the Beyond—venture, in their entire lives, more 
than a few miles from the place of their birth. And they’re happy 
that way.

But not you. Your dreams extend beyond the horizon. Tales of great 
wonders and even greater dangers are not cautionary to you—
they’re lures, drawing you ever outward to discovery and adventure. 
The secrets of the prior worlds beckon. But the vast distances, and 
the dangers they hold, are a daunting barrier. Until now!

Break the Horizon adds mobility to your Numenera campaign. With 
it you can traverse the vast distances of the Ninth World, finding 
adventure, encounters, and treasures along the way. 

 ♦ Numenera’s Ninth World setting is vast and detailed. This book 
unlocks more of it and really helps campaigns grow!
 ♦ Loads of new mounts, vehicles, and artifacts and cyphers. 
Players will drool over all the new options.
 ♦ For GMs, there are new intrusion ideas, NPCs, and encounters 
and hazards to throw into the game. Plus two complete 
adventures!
 ♦ Numenera continues to be one of the strongest choices for 
TTRPG gamers ready to move beyond standard fantasy games.
 ♦ Get a FREE retail promo kit for Numenera—just email us!
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Break the Horizon
MSRP $44.99
MCG287
ISBN 978-1-950568-22-2
144-page hardcover

More info about Numenera at 
www.numenera.com

Sell sheets for all MCG titles at 
mymcg.info/retailersellsheets
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